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The might or The

nephi li ~W19ht
Nephilim

(Heb.):

by AI Mann Exclusives (1984)

A biblical race of demigods.
Webster's Int. Dictionary

FFFECT: The Mentalist walks on stage after being introduced and says that
he will try some tests in 'Thought Transference.' For this he needs the full
cooperation of five or more persons. The test is most difficult, he says, and
is not sure that he can succeed unless he gets full cooperation.
Mentalist then passes out five or more slips of paper and asks that
questions be written secretly and the papers folded. Mentalist then collects
the folded slips on his tablet and never touches them with his fingers and walks
back to stage or platform, the slips in sight at all times and dumps all the
slips into a fire bowl and sets fire to them. Mentalist then proceeds to answer
all the questions directly!
No previous contact with the audience is needed. The Mentalist
walks in cold into any audience and does the effect.

THE SECRET: This introduces a most practical 'Mindreader's
Holdout,' that is a catch-all for five or more billets. It is of
simple construction and inexpensive.
The gimmick switches one bunch of billets for another bunch of
dummies which are burned or otherwise vanished AND IT DOES IT AUTOMATICALLY!!! And without any visible apparatus.
The gimmick attracks little attention since it is an innocent
looking writing tablet.
The catch-all is a sheet of clear-view
laminating plastic, that is cemented to one of the sheets of the
writing tablet gum-side-up! So that any billet (or card) that is
dropped on the tablet becomes fixed to the glue of the laminating
sheet!
The switch is made by having some dummy billets tucked
under the top sheet so that they will fallout when the tablet is
tipped over a fire bowl or a water bowl, while the real billets
remain behind and out of sight!
CONSTRUCTING THE 'NEPHILIM' TABLET:
From your local stationery store get a writing tablet with
cover and back-board measuring 8~ by 11 inches. The pages may be
blank or have lines but they must be of smooth white paper.
Also get a sheet or two of plastic clear-view laminating
sheets which come in a 10 by 12 inch size. These sheets are mounted
on a wax sheet.
You may also wish to buy some paper pads size
2~ by 3 inches, white, to be used as billets.
fl j/nk/fr
COVER: Gllgamesh with lion cub. From a drawing by Leo and Diane Dillon
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THE MIGHT OF THE NEPHILIM
CONSTRUCTING THE NEPHILIM TABLET

cont.

..

1. Open the writing tablet to the second sheet
from the top and cover the top surface of it with
rubber cement.
2. while the rubber cement is still wet,
attach the laminating sheet (without separating
it from the wax back sheet) plastic-side-down
to the top of the second sheet of the tablet.
Align the laminating sheet to the tablet and
then trim it to size. Save the trimmings.

A

Fig. 1 represents the writing tablet.
A. is the cover
Fig. 1.
B. is the first sheet
C. is the top surface of the second sheet upon which
the laminating plastic sheet is attached.
After you have cemented the laminating sheet to the second
sheet, what you see at C-arrow is the back of the wax sheet that
is attached to the plastic laminating sheet.
Next, cover the visible wax sheet, C-arrow in Fig. 1, with
rubber cement and then lower the first blank sheet of the tablet
over the cement so that it becomes attached to the wax sheet.
What you have now is that the plastic laminating sheet is
cemented &/ sandwiched between the first and second sheet of the
tablet.
Next: Separate the wax sheet from the laminating plastic sheet.
What you have now is: Refer to Fig. 1.:
A. is the cover
B. is the first sheet with the wax sheet cemented underneath it.
C. is the second sheet with the plastic laminating sheet
cemented to it, gum side up.
Fig. 2
After the wax sheet is separated
from the laminating plastic sheet, the
cover and first sheet of the tablet
I~
is tucked under it and the tablet looks
normal as shown in Fig. 2, but the gumside of the laminating sheet is now exposed
on the top side of the second sheet and is ready to catch and
hold any billet that is dropped on it! There Gentlemen is your
catch-all! It will not only hold several billets but also cards,
envelopes, bills, etc.
The best use for the gimmick is with billet work and the question-answering act. It is best to work with from five to ten billets
which is enough for an evening's show.
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THE FINE POINTS:

A
With the trimmings that you saved, make two
tabs. Place one tab on the edge of the first
sheet and another on the second sheet. These are
shown in Fig. 3 at 'A.' These tabs will make it
easy for you to open and close the tablet.
That is why the wax sheet has been cemented to
the underside of the first sheet. You can close
Fig.
and open the tablet easily as the wax sheet will
not become permanently fixed to the laminating
3
sheet.
Next, cement a piece of white paper
D
to the spot shown in Fig. 3 'B. J Th!s is for you
to place your thumb on while performing.
Next, cut out a piece as shown in 'c'
Fig. 3, from the laminating plastic and the second
sheet.
Prepare your dummy billets with slips of paper measuring
2~ by 3 inches folding them twice and tucking them under the
second sheet as shown by the dotted lines at 'D,' Fig. 3.
MAKING THE SWITCH: After the real billets have been folded
by your audience and you have collected them on the tablet as
you hold it as shown in Fig. 3, while holding the thumb of your
right hand at 'B,' which holds the dummy billets in place and out
of sight, walk back to the vlatform and move your right thumb from
postion B' to position 'c, and turn over the tablet over the
fire bowl (turning the tablet towards you and away from the audience)
the dummy billets will them fallout so that all can see and then
close your tablet and place it aside. The SWITCH HAS BEEN MADE!
When you shifted your thumb to position C, the pressure on
the dummy billets was released so that they fallout easily.
When you close the tablet, the cover and top sheet cover
the billets and all looks normal.
THE PRESENTATION: Your tablet should be laying on the table
in an open position as shown in Fig. 2, as you are introduced,
you come out and give a short lecture telling the audience what
you propose to do.
Pass out the slips, as many as you have
hidden dummies, (actually the number need not be exact as the human
eye can not follow the action that close, it can vary by one or two
billets!) and instruct the audience to write out straight questions
and to sign their names and to fold the billets.
When all is ready, you collect the billets, using the tablet
as a tray. You should hold the tablet flat and horizontally with
the floor in order not to spill any of the dummy billets. If you
hold your thumb at position 'B' Fig. 3, you will be able to keep
the billets hidden in place as there is enought pressure on the
billets to hold them there. After all the billets are collected,
hold the tablet high so all can see that nothing tricky is done
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CONT. ••

and return to the platform where you have placed a fire bowl or
water bowl. Then turn the tablet away from the audience and what
they will see is a bunch of billets being dumped into the bowl.
The illusion is perfect. You do not touch any of the billets so no
one can question the action. Straight away, close the tablet and
place it aside. Then strike a match to light the fire or, if you
are using dissolving paper and the billets have been dumped into
a water bowl, have someone come' forward and stir the water with
a wand, etc. The dissolving of the billets is a mystery in itself!
Many persons do not know about paper that dissolves in water.
Then you proceed to answer the questions!
One good way to start is to pick someone in the audience whom
you know and callout his initials and ask who has those initials.
You do that after you have picked up the tablet and opened it to
THE FIRST PAGE WHICH SHOWS BLANK. You write the initials on the
page and turn the tablet around for the audience to see the initials
and at the same time telling them psychologically that the tablet
is otherwise most innocent! When your friend says that those are
his initials you proceed to give him a cold reading, -- "Thank you!
I must compliment you for you surely have strong powers of concentration. I received your vibs quite well. I believe you have a
small problem relating to business. Something that you have in mind
that will shortly present itself for a transaction. I want to reassure
you. With your perseverance and my mental support, your project will
be most successful. Please dismiss the thought from your mind as
I am receiving more vibs from another section
"
While you were 'reading' the first person, you have managed
to open the tablet and also one of the folded billets so that now
you are ready to answer the next question.
NOTE: The performer need not resort to answering a fake question as above. He can just open the tablet and figit with it in the
pretense of getting impressions which he pretends to write down and
all the time opening out some billets!
A little practice will teach the reader the fine points of this
method. Only one billet must be opened at one time since they become fixed in the open position. Some of the billets will surely
fall upside down, but the performer will have little trouble in
decerning the message.
NOTE: The tabs shown in Fig. 3 A, must be very short otherwise
they will resemble a billet sticking out of the edge of the tablet.
If some of the billets handled by the audience have been
rolled or wadded, do not let it worry you. As I said before, when
the billets drop (the dummies), the human eye can not follow too
closely. Soon after they are destroyed anyway.
Dissolving paper is sold by some Magic Dealers.
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You are sitting at the seance table where strange things are
happening (any table will do). You reach for an old paper-back
novel sitting close by and you tear out from the center a number
of pages in a bunch, say about 50 pages or more. The pages are
loose and can be mixed a bit (shuffled). So you give the mixed
pages to a person across the table and tell him to place his hands
under the table and to mix the pages more and then to choose any
one page by chance without looking at it. He then places the rest
of the pages on the table and secretly folds the chosen page twice.
You ask him to bring the folded page out but to let no one
see it and to be careful and to keep it concealed. He is then
asked if he knows the page number. He says "No!"
So while he is
holding the folded page in his hand, you write something on a
slip of paper and give it to anyone to hold but not read.
The person with the folded page is now asked to drop it on the
tablet as you hold it high in the air and invoke the mighty
invisible forces, powers etc. You then drop the page on the center
of the table where it remains in full sight and untouched.
You next ask anyone to callout a number, say from one to ten.
You then wri te a phrase or sen tance on the table t you are
holding and then ask anyone to pick up the folded page, open it
and read off the sentence or line corresponding to the number
chosen. Then you show what you have written on your tablet and the
words are the same. Voila! A Miracle. Then you show that you correctly guessed the page number by revealing what was written on the
slip of paper you gave out before.
Fabulous! You say! Of Course.
It is all done with the
Nephilim Tablet. You have stolen a page before the seance and
folded it accordingly and have a prompter for the first ten lines
on the page.
Or if you are lazy, just divine the first line on
the page, The impact is just as profound!
Choose a paperback where the pages are almost falling out, or
separate the pages before hand.
You don't want the spectator to
just choose a page from a book because he is liable to choose
page 1 and then you have got a problem. That is why the pages are
shuffled and the page is chosen under the table.
What you have done in this effect is to force the page!
you do not have to look at the other page that is later· cemented
to your miracle gimmick.
The Nephilim Gimmick has many uses and the reader can invent
his own.
NOTE: In the above effect there are of course two pages
to deal with, the front page and the one on its back. You may
want to choose a page with a picture on one side, etc. The Master
Mentalist should have no trouble with that problem.
Godspeed .>.. /t '.
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The following routine has the distinction of having
amazed some well informed Mentalists.
IN EFFECT: The Mentalist takes a letter envelope out of his
coat pocket (or picks it off the table), removes the letter and
uses the envelope as a scratch pad for a psychic test.
He
folds the envelope into quarters and then opens it out and draws
a small square or circle on it and tells the spectator to write
a 3-digit number or a short word in the square or circle and to
refold the envelope with the writing inside.
The Mentalist just feels the envelope and without opening
it, divines the thought!
THE METHOD is an off-shoot of Ted Karmilovich's "The 13th
Breach" from The Road to Lhasa.
The envelope is gaffed! It has a window but it is so well
hidden that the envelope can be given into the hands of the specta tor! !
Two gaffed envelopes will be detailed, both are winners!
ENVELOPE I: Fig. 4 shows the address sird~e~~~
of Envelope I. It has been opened on
the left end AND has 5 or more stamps
I
on the right upper corner. The
A
-I stamp with the cross covers a window!
I
)
The window is cut right through
both panels of the envelope.
Fig. 4 'A,' shows a lightly penciled
Fig. 4
square that corresponds to the hidden
window when the envelope is folded in half.
Fig. 5 shows an enlarged view of the X
Fig. 5
stamp and the window it covers. The stamp
is attached to the envelope only at the left
side shown by the shaded area. The rest of the stamp
covers the window and NOTE that the window is
slightly larger than the stamp so that
if the stamp is pushed down it will fold
right through the window.
Fig. 6 shows the back side of the
envelope. the large stamp covers the
window and is larger than the window!
Both stamps are cemented to each other
so that if you pull the large stamp
from left to right and fold it, the X stamp
will come with it and expose the window!
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The envelope shown in Fig. 4 is a business glassine-window
envelope. But any business size envelope can be used, the glassine
window is optional. With the glassine window, any letter inside the
envelope can be seen by your spectators. You can then either remove the letter or leave it inside the envelope. With the letter
inside the envelope, the illussion is more deceiving. Due to the
make up of the gimmicked envelope, the letter is only inserted as
far as the 'X' stamp, since the two stamps are cemented together.
That is why the envelope is opened on the left side instead of the
right side end.
If the reader does not receive this kind of envelope through the mail, he can make his own and mail them to
himself.
For the effect, the spectator is told to write something on
the penciled square and to fold the envelope in half. The performer
then takes the folded envelope and folds it again into quarters.
He divines the thought by feeling the envelope with his fingertips
and at the same time folds down the big stamp (sight-unseen) on the
back of the folded envelope and reads the written thought.
The stamp on the back of the envelope can be Easter or Christmas seals and there can be two stamps or more on the back of the
envelope.
The test is most baffling since it appears to be impromptu.
ENVELOPE II: For this test, a business size glassine-window
envelope is necessary since it is the glassine window that is gim~
micked, instead of the stamps.
Fig. 7 shows the envelope. Fig. 7 'A'
shows a 'tongue' slit that is made
on the back of tne envelope around
the left end of the glassine window.
A
The tongue is larger than the end
~---)
of the glassine window as shown by
the dash lines.
A letter should be placed inside
Fig. 7
the envelope so that writing shows through
B
the glassine window (preferably ink hand
written). This letter must be cemented in place inside the envelope
and it must also have a 'tongue' flap cut in it and cemented to
the tongue flap of the envelope.
For the effect, the spectator
writes his thought on the penciled square, Fig. 7 B, and the envelope is folded into quarters. The performer secretly folds down
the tongue and sees through the glassine window anything written
on the square!!
The 'tongue' on the back of the envelope can be covered with
an easter stamp larger than the tongue.
After the test is done, replace your letter in your coat pocket.
It is a letter from your paramour so it is sacred!
This test will convert the roomfull of skeptics so do it well.
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TilE ViNl': POINTS:
A little more preparation will deepen the
mystery. Use two sheets from the newspaper. The underneath sheet
is cementc(! to the upper sheet but only at the bottom edge close
to the square flap. The AKEA OF THE FLAP IS ALSO CEMENTED to the
underneath sheet and a similar flap is cut on it but it can be
l,AK(:EK.
Af t e r the victim ma r k s his word, tell him to fold the top-half
of the newspaper down to cover his mark. You then fold the sheet
into quarters [rom left to right so t hn t now it looks like the
secret mark j s covered with several Lay er s of newspnpe r I But you
c au see the ura r k
from the back by simply folding hack the flap!
SO VOU WANT '1'0 In: A 11l':KO DI'~PAKTMI':N'l': Fine! so do the above
test using the whole newspaper! Open out the paper nnd ma ke y ou r
Ink ma r k on the upper hn l f of the front pnge (over the previously
s ec r e t Ly designated a r cn ) ,
The v i c t im makes his ma r k and folds
down the top hal f of the pape r , BUT the bo t tom ha 1 f is gimmicked
by having <l window cut out of all the pages! The bottom f r on t p<tg('
h<lS a flap and so does the last page beneath it Wild they are cemented t ou e t hc r so that when you lower the back flap the front
[I<lp is <lIsa lowered and the secret mark is seen!
ANO'l'III':K VI NI': POINT: When y ou cut the f lap on the front page
Vig. 13, do not cut it a l 1 around comp l c t e l y but leave it attached
by .rbou t I/Hth inch rua t o r i.a I in two spots, the bottom left corner.
<lnd the bottolll right corner.. This will hold the flap in place
while the spectator is hnud Li ng it. Later it is easy to tear the
U<I!> loose'. I f needed, the [lap can be spot-cut, leaving it attached
at s cvc r a l places.
I t will teal" e as i l Ly ,
The same n bov e e f I cc t can be done with circular advertising
that come through
the mail. Many of these circulars corne
in double sheets and have pictures on them, etc.
t Ly e r s

Instead of telling the spectator to circle a word, he can be
told to just make a cross anywhere inside the big circle and to
relllcmber the word nearest the center o[ the cross.
l-ruphn s i z c the [act that the spectator has not written anything but has only circled or marked a word.
After the test is done, the gimmick should be destroyed. The
unu i.unn i c kcd half of the sheet can be torn off and given to the
spectator to check, show [lnd keep, while the gimmicked half is
torn up mid cli xc a r d cd ,
SI':NSA'I' IVI': I'JNCI'XI'II'S: lo r the presentation y ou must handle
the paper-s so you can cl:tilll that you get impres1:>ions through
y ou r fing<'r L ip s ,

I

